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ONGOING FILTER REPAIR
During the annual filter inspection at LCWTP, a formation of foam was
discovered in the north box of filter #5. After the backwash was
complete, the filter was drained for inspection. While the filter drained
through the media, a large mound was discovered in the north box
below where the mass of foam was forming. Staff entered the filter box
and found the mound to be about four feet wide, eight feet long, and
four inches deep at the peak. Staff dug down and found a quarter inch
crack in a nozzle. The broken nozzle was removed and a camera was
sent down to inspect the underdrain system were staff found media in
the underdrain system. A new nozzle was installed and after a
backwash, the media remained. A project is in the works to enter the
underdrain system and remove the media. 

Water conservation is a message that resonates with many and
the District supports conservation by funding the water audit
program. The program provides interested residents with a
voluntary, free analysis of their irrigation system. Participants
receive helpful information on their landscape and parcel data
(hardscape areas versus turfgrass areas), irrigation system data
(precipitation rates, distribution uniformities, and water pressure
for each zone), and soil type. Sixty-one percent of this year's
water check participants sought to save and conserve water.
Water checks are conducted mid-May through August for Salt
Lake City and Sandy City residents and CII (commercial,
industrial, and institutional) entities. Utah State University
schedules two employees to conduct the water check at a
resident or business and most assessments are completed within
two hours. A record number of water checks were completed in
2022. Residential checks increased by 154% in Salt Lake City and
357% in Sandy City. In total, 654 residential water checks and 17
CII water checks were completed in 2022. The program's success
is encouraging, and we hope the public's interest in water
conservation will continue to grow.
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Recent snow storms have kept staff busy clearing roads and access walkways as most
of Utah is currently experiencing 150% of average snow water equivalent (see graphic
below). On-call Maintenance staff was called in over the New Year to clear over a foot
of snow at LCWTP. Snow was also cleared from the POMWTP, Terminal Reservoir, and
10 MG Reservoir, as well as road access to support the ASR project at LCWTP. The
District has three trucks with plows, one of which has a salt spreader. The backhoe and
bobcat are also used to move the piles made by the plows off the roadways. Having this
equipment allows snow removal to be done in-house. Thank you to all staff that help
with this process!

SNOW REMOVAL & WATER SUPPLY

The District’s Engineering Department is comprised of four engineers
and three aqueduct inspectors. In January 2023, the inspectors were
moved to an office in the Administration Building. The Facilities, I&E,
and IT Departments did a great job expediting the move, which will
encourage coordination and build camaraderie within the department.
The move also allows for additional office space in the Maintenance
Building, where the inspectors previously resided.
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